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Executive Summary

The necessity to achieve significant carbon emissions reduction in the coming decades to

meet the 2050 target of an 80% reduction in CO2 compared to 1990 levels presents

serious challenges for EU Member States, policy makers, energy companies and

infrastructure operators. Member States have committed to deliver on the targets. Policy

makers must ensure that a long term regulatory pathway is put in place that supports

the range of technologies and networks that are needed to provide for energy production

and transportation. Some of these technologies are relatively new and innovative,

whereas energy networks have played a key role in the energy mix for decades. Energy

companies and infrastructure operators must adapt and move away, over time, from

fossil fuels to renewable energy. Ultimately however, the cost of this energy transition

will be underwritten by consumers. It is therefore critical that the least-cost pathway is

identified to achieve the level of CO2 reduction required in order to avoid unnecessary,

excessive and long term costs on consumers. In order to achieve this, the continued use

of gas and gas infrastructure will be necessary to provide a bridge towards achieving an

integrated low carbon energy system.

As renewable energy production continues to increase over the coming years and

decades, system flexibility will become ever more challenging. On an annual basis there

are periods when insufficient wind or sun is available to generate the required electricity

to meet demand at peak times. Currently, coal and gas power stations provide this back

up. A move from coal to gas would immediately reduce CO2 emissions. Furthermore, it

would provide the necessary signal and support to gas infrastructure operators that gas

and gas networks will play a key role in the energy transition. Ultimately renewable gas,

created from biogas, power to gas, or emerging technologies for gas in district heating,

and smart gas technologies, can fully support the integration of renewables in the long

term. Several recent analyses have shown that use of existing gas infrastructure that is

underground, safe and secure, will avoid massive investment, disruption and consumer

costs compared to what will be required for alternative networks without gas.

This paper sets out to highlight the critical and enduring role that gas and gas

infrastructure will play in an integrated low carbon energy system. It outlines a

number of emerging gas technologies that are already enabling the energy

transition and a least-cost, least disruptive and no-regrets route to 2050, and

beyond.
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Introduction

The 2015 Paris Agreement demonstrates a strong global ambition in which Europe

aspires to be frontrunner in creating a low carbon energy system. Therefore the need for

supporting regulation and increased funding for innovation and research initiatives is

becoming ever more pressing. Smart grids and smart technologies are key enablers for

this transition to a low carbon energy system, particularly to empower the consumer and

keep the overall costs under control.

Discarding the potential solutions that the gas sector offers to society will unnecessarily

raise the cost of the transition and delay or even threaten a smooth transition. The gas

system offers increased stability and flexibility to the energy system and additional

opportunities for renewables. The gas system has much to offer in terms of vast

quantities of cheap network capacity, storage of energy and relief for the other

components of the energy system, heat and electricity.

It is the premise of this report that gas and its infrastructure can and will play an

essential role as a bridge between sectors in an integrated low carbon energy system.

Scope & report structure

The report addresses the role of gas and the gas network as a bridge for the complete,

synergies between gas

network and other networks that can enable and optimize the energy transition.

Some solutions that can be provided by the natural gas network and connected

equipment are already identified and currently deployed or tested in demonstrators. The

objective of this paper is to describe these gas network services, the underlying

technologies, maturity levels and questions that still have to be addressed either to

validate these technologies or to further assess value generated and corresponding

favorable market conditions (market design, thermal building regulations, etc.).

Following the introduction, the report consists of 5 additional chapters:

Chapter 1: The role of natural gas in the low-carbon energy system

Chapter 2: Gas bridges use cases

Chapter 3: Focus on large scale integration of renewables

Chapter 4: Focus on services to power system relief

Chapter 5: Policy recommendations

Chapter 1: The role of natural gas and natural gas infrastructure in a

low-carbon energy system

Before we even consider the potential for decarbonisation of the gas network, natural gas

as a fuel can already make substantial progress towards achieving the aims of the energy

transition:

Thanks to its carbon content (2,3tCO2/tep vs. 3,1tCO2/tep for oil and

4tCO2/tep for coal1) natural gas contributes to reduce GHG emissions for

power and heat production as well as in the mobility sector (conversion from

1 GIEC, 2006
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oil or coal to gas) ; its NOx and fine particles content is also much better than

other fossil fuels or woody biomass and contributes to improved air quality in

the cities;

The latest generation of gas appliances has further enhanced efficiency and

environmental performance; they increasingly integrate smart connected

technologies for monitoring and consumer empowerment;

Gas directly contributes to the European objectives in the field of renewable

energies thanks to the development of biomethane that allows the production

and use of green gas. Natural gas networks are already available in densely

populated areas and thus favor rapid spread of renewable gases;

In addition to its direct effect on the energy side, biomethane combined with

existing transportation infrastructure is a key contributor to the development

of a circular economy. This can be derived from waste management by

offering many value-added options to the recovery of co-products from

agriculture, tertiary and residential activities (wastes) or industrial processes.

Natural gas infrastructure also brings advantages:

Use of existing infrastructure (no sunk costs) that has proven to be reliable

and safe;

Long term, high capacity storage (underground) and daily balancing (line

pack) providing flexibility in both the short and long term for the energy

system;

Further local flexibility thanks to deployment of smart grid technologies such

as decentralized monitoring of gas quality, dynamic pressure control, and

remote motoring and control of network parameters in real time.

Key challenges to enhance natural gas infrastructure are to:

Develop cost- bridge technologies to give access to gas

infrastructure and its storage and flexibility potential;

Adapt some gas operation and maintenance processes to facilitate energy

system integration;

Develop energy policies to ensure optimal use and yield of various energy

carriers.

Chapter 2: Gas bridges use cases

synergies between gas network and other networks that can

enable and optimize the energy transition.

Key applications of gas bridges are garnering increasing interest, especially in the

context of avoiding massive investments to adapt the power network to support the

energy transition. Bridges toward gas networks can contribute to:

1. Facilitating and optimizing large scale integration of renewable energy

thanks to large transportation capability and interseasonal storage capacity;

2. Limiting the investment costs at power network level by promoting and

implementing short term gas flexibility options (for example demand-side

management solutions).

Technical demonstrations showing the implementation of these solutions are already

underway in Europe. They need to be pursued, promoted and shared to further meet

their potential.
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In the next sections we will describe more precisely the value brought by the gas

network and its associated technologies, alongside the issues currently addressed by

demonstrators and key parameters that still need to be investigated.

Chapter 3: Gas bridges facilitate and optimize large scale integration of

renewables

a. Synergies with power network

Maximizing the integration of renewable energies while limiting the corresponding

infrastructure cost (storage, grid reinforcement) is one of the key challenges raised by

the energy transition. The natural gas network combined with suitable conversion and

end user installations can deal with this issue, starting today through to and beyond the

2050 horizon.

Today, innovative and cost-effective gas systems combining PV solar panels

and condensing gas boilers are already deployed in residential units and facilitate

renewable power production integration while avoiding power network reinforcement

costs or additional investment in storage solutions. These highly performing systems

address both the question of facilitating integration of renewable power production

(based on self-consumption) and the one of managing the energy demand (improved

energy efficiency of recent gas solutions).

Due to the challenges arising from the intermittency of renewable electricity

technologies such as wind and solar, the question of interseasonal storage to

manage a large excess of power produced in the summer time is of

increasing importance. In a number of European countries like Germany and the

UK where renewable electricity production is already significant, the threshold is

already being reached where renewable electricity grid access is being curtailed.

For France as an example, models show, at 2050 horizon, surpluses of power during

the summer time. The duration of these surpluses exceed 24 hours and thus require

specific storage solutions.
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Figure 1 - Power supply and demand in 2030 - ADEME Study (2014) - French example

Figure 2 Renewable energy surplus 2050 ADEME Study (2014) French example

Power-to-Gas combined with injection into the natural gas network is able to

respond to these needs with existing technology as the natural gas network has

large storage and flexible capacities (underground storage, linepack management).
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Figure 3 power storage technologies landscape

uses an electrolysis process (production of H2 based on power

surplus) combined with injection. Three options for injection can be considered: direct

injection of H2 in a mixture with natural gas, the transformation of H2 into synthetic

natural gas (SNG) through a methanation process and its injection into the NG

network, or direct injection of H2 into existing H2 pipelines (or potentially converted

gas lines).

Figure 4 Power-to-Gas and injection options
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Natural gas networks operate well within their design capacity and thus could carry

substantial additional volumes without significant investments, contributing to

reduction of the overall cost of the energy transition.

About a dozen demonstrators are underway in Europe to test technical

feasibility of injecting H2 into the natural gas network or test the performance of

methanation processes.

Figure 5 main European demonstrators combining power-to-gas and injection

Injection of H2 (or SNG) into the grid is only one of the value-add options for power-to-

gas installations. Others are green H2 for industrial processes or H2 for mobility cases,

expected to be profitable at the 2030 horizon. However, these two last options will not be

able to address the question of power surplus management at a reasonable cost

(important storage needs). That is why, to improve business cases while optimizing the

performance of the overall energy system, demonstrators are working on complementary

uses of H2 (e.g. Mainz project).
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Figure 6 Mainz Project (Germany)

TO GO FURTHER:

Experience is already being gained from the first injection projects but there are still

some parameters to be investigated, shared or consolidated. In particular, work has to

continue:

on downstream use to assess potential impact of H2 on equipment (meters,

NGV motorization, gas turbines) and anticipate adaptation needs;

on the methanation technologies at different scales (large scale adapted to

transportation network capacities and medium scale adapted to distribution

network capacities to develop synergies with biomethane installations);

on the business models and especially on the supporting scheme for

H2 / CH4 injection as a way to improve and secure the overall energy system

performance in the presence of a large share of renewable and intermittent

power production;

on the relevant combination of (green) gas and power used to achieve

the energy transition goal at a sustainable cost (maintaining gas uses to

optimize connection between gas and power network and final use of

renewable energy produced).

b. Synergies with district heating

In addition to its synergies with the power network, the natural gas network supports

the use of renewable energy for district heating. In the absence of green gas or before

sufficient volumes are available, local authorities may decide to deploy district heating

networks fueled by renewable energy sources such as woody biomass. As this energy

resource suffers from supply tensions and price instability in a context of growing

demand in Europe, coupling this energy with natural gas allows to secure sourcing and
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the control the overall heating cost while optimizing carbon footprint (e.g. versus

domestic oil option).

Figure 7 - Netherlands - District heating figures

The Netherlands is known as a Country where all the built-up areas are provided
with gas distribution. Nevertheless, 5.5% of the residential buildings are connected
to district heating network. Many of the networks are currently heated by gas and
almost, all of them use natural gas boilers as back-up system.

Size and heating source of the major Dutch district heating network

Area Name Owner Producer Primary Energy source

Nr customers

(x1000)

Almere Nuon Warmte Electrabel Gas 42,9

Tilburg/Breda Ennatuurlijk RWE Coal 31,1

Amsterdam Nuon Warmte Nuon ET&W Gas 7,5

Den Haag (Ypenburg) Eneco Warmte/Koude Eneco DEP Gas 8,9

Duiven Nuon Warmte AVR Afvalverwerking Waste 8,7

Enschede Ennatuurlijk Twence Waste 5,2

Helmond Ennatuurlijk Essent Energie Productie Gas 6,4

Leiden Nuon Warmte E.ON Gas 6,3

Purmerend SV Purmerend BV Nuon ET&W Biomass/Gas 24,3

Rotterdam Eneco Warmte/Koude E.ON Gas 43,5

Utrecht Eneco Warmte/Koude Nuon ET&W

Gas 41,7Utrecht Eneco Warmte/Koude Nuon ET&W

Utrecht Eneco Warmte/Koude Nuon ET&W

source: CE Delft Warmtenetten in Nederland Rapport 2009

Another already existing option is to combine gas-fired CHP with electric boilers. This

allows balancing of the electrical grid by shifting loads between the CHP unit and the

e-boiler. As the e-boiler converts renewable excess power to heat, a suitable heat sink

is necessary. This can be found in the district heating network at a scale where

economic efficiencies are achieved. This concept is an example of an interconnection

of the power and heating grid, facilitated by a gas-based solution.
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TO GO FURTHER:

Assess current volumes secured by the gas network and develop models to compare

cost of full switch to district heating + power and the cost and benefits of maintaining

and greening the gas networks including positive externalities (e.g. on waste

treatment).

Chapter 4: Limiting investment costs at power network level by

promoting and implementing short term gas flexibility options

a. Enhancing the potential of smart gas technologies

The deployment of decentralized and intermittent energy production and electrical

vehicle charging infrastructure will increase the need to reinforce the power network, in

particular at distribution level. To control the costs related to energy transition, power

TSOs, DSOs and regulators in Europe favor the development of flexibility as a way to

minimize reinforcement costs by implementing production and demand-side

management.

Historically, large gas solutions (CCGTs, CHPs) connected to the power network already

contributes to flexibility at national level (participation to tertiary reserve mechanisms).

In addition to the national flexibility needs, local flexibility needs emerge. Some

experiments or market design initiatives have been led in Europe around this flexibility

need (UK, France). First experiments on flexibility were focused on power solutions (e.g.

batteries and curtailment) but new cases based on gas solutions are currently being

investigated. Smart gas solutions like micro-CHP, hybrid systems or fuel cells can

be used to offer flexibility services to the power network: micro or mini-CHP

solutions can be controlled to offer local electricity production - hybrid solutions allowing

for trade-off between gas and power consumption depending on technical responses or

price signals. The deployment of these solutions is relatively recent in Europe (50 000

micro CHP, mainly Internal Combustion Engine) compared to Japan (around 200 000 fuel

cells and 130 000 Internal Combustion Engine already installed).
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Figure 8 smart gas solutions and their flexibility potential

As yet there are just a small number of flexibility experiments with smart gas products

and, in most cases they focus on technical aspects. The experiments with fuel cells

focus on demonstrating their performance and reliability rather than the integration in

the total energy system or the market implications. Other experiments are focused on

the ability to combine and remotely controlled gas solutions (e.g. Dresden project

testing micro-CHP VPP2 feasibility - ~20 micro-CHP aggregated or Ameland Island with

45 fuel cells and hybrid systems remotely operated with PV and biomethane supply).

Apart from the technology challenges there is a lack of a regulatory framework for

local flexibility (some projects in the UK, experimentation framework recently

introduced in France by the energy transition law LTECV). In that respect, the

Interflex3 project, which will take place in France under the supervision of Enedis,

represents a key innovation: ~150kWe of flexibility generated by smart gas solutions

will be deployed and managed by aggregators to deal with local distribution flexibility

needs. The project will thus advance both technical and economic aspects with an

evaluation of the cost and value brought by the different flexibility assets integrated

into the demonstration.

2 Virtual Power Plant
3 INTERFLEX = INTERactions between automatic energy systems and FLEXibilities provided by actors of energy
markets is a H2020 project aiming at inventing the future DSO see annex 4. Officially launched in January
2017 for 3 years
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Figure 9 - Scope of the French DEMO of Interflex

With prevailing technical and economic conditions, the additional cost of flexibility using

smart gas solutions is lower than ones using storage of power or distributed load

shedding, as a recent study performed for France shows. In addition, smart gas solutions

do not impact end-consumer comfort, and neither do they generate the potential
4 on the power network. Beyond giving customers choice of energy

carriers depending on price signals, including gas-driven flexibility options will give end-

consumers access to potential additional revenues and confirm their role as energy

system prosumers.

4 Greenlys experiment REX
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Figure 10 comparative cost of flexibility solutions (additional cost of
flexibility) France case study

TO GO FURTHER:

Given the stake and the current return on experience, it is the key to pursue experiments

involving gas technologies and test them in different distribution network contexts. The

objectives will be to further assess the economic value of flexibility brought by gas

solutions, identify potential evolutions on the equipment side to better serve flexibility

needs, an support if relevant new technological developments.

b. Enhance the potential of gas infrastructure equipment

Gas is transported and distributed at high and low pressure. Although the compression

energy associated with the transportation of the gas is relatively modest compared to the

actual energy content of the gas flow, it is in some case economical to retrieve this

energy.

As mechanical energy is extracted from the pressurized gas, the gas temperature

decreases. Therefore the gas needs to be pre-heated to avoid downstream freezing of

pipes and soil. This heating is preferably done with (waste) heat from CHP. The combined

electricity output of the CHP and of the expansion turbine is then available for distribution

into the electricity grid.

A typical installation delivers a few MWe with a relatively small investment and minor

maintenance costs. The Sibelga installation in Belgium is a typical example.
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Figure 10 SIBELGA Gas Pressure Letdown Belgium

The site was chosen because it is at the center of the gas network, has available large

volumes of gas at high pressure and can serve a large number of customers. This

demonstrates that CHP is not limited to remote regions, such as offshore wind parks

or r

To leverage the large amount of energy released during the pressure reduction from

up to 14 bar to about 1.7 bar, the installation has relied on a turboexpander

connected to a 2.6 MW alternator.

The gas needs to be pre-heated to avoid downstream freezing of pipes and soil. This

heating is done with (waste) heat from 2 CHP connected to 1.2 MW alternators,

bringing the overall electrical power to 5 MW.

The combined electricity output of the CHP and of the expansion turbine is then

available for distribution into the electricity grid. At peak times, the CHP unit produces

3.3 MW thermal power that is used to preheat gas for the turbine.

The cogeneration process runs for almost three complete seasons of the year: fall,

winter and spring. Thanks to the flexible adjustability of the interface, it can work with

only one engine running, or with two at limited power, or with both engines running at

full power depending on demand.

Over 15 years, the machinery has more than paid off the amount of the initial

investment. Considering the whole project with engines and turbines, the returns has

been seen after seven to eight years from heat and electricity generation.

Chapter 5: Policy recommendations

1. Promote and inform about the benefits and consumer value of gas infrastructure

to achieve least cost decarbonisation scenarios by:

a. Carrying a critical share of the European energy mix especially at peak

time,

b. Responding to highly varying demand / providing flexibility and reliability

for the energy system in the most secure and cost efficient manner,

c. Integrating renewable and low carbon gases,
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d. Optimizing network operations by implementing the benefits of smart

technologies and data management.

2. To ease decision making we recommend developing macro-economic energy

modeling including energy and transportation costs at European level and identify

least cost decarbonization scenarios.

3. Develop and deploy a favorable and stable regulatory framework for gas bridge

technologies.

4. Develop supporting schemes / market mechanisms for gas bridge applications

taking into account the value created for the whole energy system

5. Implement Research & Innovation actions supporting the development of cost-

effective conversion / bridges technologies. In particular:

Support high profile pilot projects for sharing of experience on H2 injection

in the gas grid and on methanation technologies

Develop cost effective technologies for conversion of electrical energy to

storable gaseous fuels (e.g. electrolyser, reverse fuel cell)

Develop cost effective technologies and products for efficient conversion of

gaseous fuels to heat (e.g. gas fired heat pumps, fuel cell-heat pump

combination)

Develop cost effective and safe (low-pressure) technologies for local

storage of gaseous fuels (e.g. LOHC, methane clathrates)

Develop cost effective technologies for quality upgrading of gaseous fuels

for sensitive applications

Promote a common understanding of gas quality sensitive applications

(e.g. gas turbines, underground storage, mobility applications) and identify

solutions to ensure harmonization and compatibility.

6. Develop an integrated energy system vision allowing to transport and store green

/ low carbon energy to (and from) the end consumer and decentralized producers

with optimum reliability and cost effectiveness
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